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Karan Johar becomes a father…

Karan Johar becomes a father of twins
through surrogacy
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Karan Johar is father of a boy and a girl.
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If reports are to be believed Karan Johar has become a father through surrogacy. Yes,
Bollywood fans’ favourite filmmaker is now a father of twins – a boy and a girl. TOI
confirms the news and quotes BMC executive health officer Dr Padmaja Keskar saying
that the birth registrations were done on Friday. The names of the kids have been
registered with BMC. A blind item carried by SpotboyE reports the same and calls Karan
a filmmaker whose “life has always been matter of discussion and conjecture,” – and let
us not forget that ‘conjecture’ is KJo’s favourite word. Other clues also point at Karan
Johar. According to the report on TOI, the birth registration details of the babies do not
mention the mother’s name. The twins were born at Masrani Hospital in Andheri (West)
on February 7.
At the launch of his book, An Unsuitable Boy, Karan had talked about his paternal
instincts. “For me, a child means an oldage insurance policy. I have a nurturing quality in
me. I saw that when I launched Alia, Varun and Sid in Student of the Year. I can’t let go of
them even now. I see myself staring at them to see what they are doing and how they are
doing. I am very strongly paternal. My paternal instincts need to be acted upon. My love
needs a release. I love everyone. I don’t express my love enough, but the love within me
needs a platform as a parent” he had said. Who knew that he was hinting at his future for
real.
http://www.bollywoodlife.com/newsgossip/karanjoharbecomesfatheroftwinsthroughsurrogacy/
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We don’t know if Karan is going to raise his kids as a single father or will have help. In his
Akshay Kumar is on a roll, says
memoir An Unsuitable Boy Karan has talked about his sexuality. “Everybody
what
Karan knows
Johar becomes
a father ofHrithik
twinsRoshan
throughafter
surrogacy
watching
my sexual orientation is. I don’t need to scream it out. If I need to spell it out, I won’t only
Jolly LLB 2
because I live in a country where I could possibly be jailed for saying this. Which is why I
Karan Johar will not say the three words that possibly everybody knows about me.” he
writes.
Makers of Akshay Kumar's Jolly
Interestingly, at the launch of the latest reality show he is judging he looked more inclined
towards the idea of not having kids. “When you have no wife and kids, you get almost
eight hours free to your credit… so I get a chance to do a lot of things,” he said while
talking to Deccan Chronicle.
We are really happy for Karan Johar, and wish him all the happiness in the world.
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I am very happy for Karan Johar congrats!!!!
. According to Hindu Sanskriti
marriage was only criteria to bring kids in this world.hehas real guts to be a single
parent and we are proud of him.
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Karan Johar is an inspiration for those who have a lot of dreams and desires,
however, they donot know how to follow their instincts. What ever he does its with lot
of conviction and when there is conviction one never fails. people may take some of
his decisions notbso sucessful, for instance acting but i believe that is also an
achievement for him. I am sure he will be the best father.
Krisharjun
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where is the mother for the kids or will maids bring them up
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Who says a maid cannot be as loving as a mother.
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Congratulations to Karan Johar. A boy and a girl. Perfect. Your mom must be proud
of you. May need a lot of help. I hope you have someone who can help. All the best.
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Very happy for karan johar .may god bless
Him with all the happiness .I really feel very very happy for him.Congratulations
KARAN.
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Really I loved Karen johar with his spoken ability and truly he is very nice guy......
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Karan is incapable himself, sympathise with the children...
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Same way I sympathize with you.
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